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EDITORIAL
Avid readers of this portion of `Maple
Leaves' will be expecting an issue in part
colour. They will be disappointed. While,
as usual, a few kind souls responded to
the request for photographs of colourful
covers, your Editor felt that the number
and quality was insufficient for him to
publish and still look the Treasurer in the
eye. To those who did send in material,
my warmest thanks, I should be able to
use most of it in subsequent issues albeit
in black and white. A few were indeed
colourful and will lose much in
translation to black and white, but it was
felt that 12 to 16 items were needed to
justify the eight pages we were prepared
to allocate to the experiment.

inexorable passing of time but Mrs
Harriss was appreciative of the pleasure
derived from her membership over that
time. The appreciation was marked by a
generous donation to Society funds, for
which we are both flattered and grateful,
yet sorry to lose so staunch a member

On a sadder note, the `Membership'
page records the passing of the Revd.
David Izzett whom a number of members
will have met at past conventions. Most
of those who did not have that pleasure
will nevertheless be aware of David's
keen scholarship in the study of
precancels. His presence and his
knowledge will be sorely missed.

Among the resignations noted in this
issue is that of Joan Harriss of Nova
Scotia, who joined the Society almost 40
years ago as Miss J.E. Young. The
resignation was brought about by the

At their Convention last year, the
Board of BNAPS agreed to hand over
responsibility for their book department
to the Saskatoon Stamp Centre, which
claims to be the world's largest dealer in
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13NA literature; their current catalogue
runs to some 120 pages plus a
supplement. As part of the deal, all
books published by BNAPS will be
offered to their members at 10°o
discount. We are pleased to say that the
concession has been extended to CPS of
GB members and we thank our BNAPS
friends (and Saskatoon S.C.) for their
support.

From time to time your Editor
receives a pleasant surprise in the post.
One such arrived a short time ago from
Alwyn Peel, Secretary of' the Captain
Cook Study Unit. It took the form of the
article on Red Bay featured in this issue,
a record of one family's postal service on
the coast of Labrador spanning 100
years. Alwyn thought it might be of
interest to our members. we agreed
wholeheartedly! It is to be hoped that
Canada Post might find some way to
commemorate this most unusual record.

Stop Press - There have been several
requests from overseas members to move
Convention 2000 to coincide with the
International show, London 2000.
President to be, Colin Banfield, has
succeeded in securing a suitable venue in
Ilove (Brighton), just over an hour's rail
trip from London. He has booked the
whole of the Sackville Hotel for the
duration of Convention, which will run
from Wednesday, 17 to Saturday 20 May,
2000. This will enable members wishing
to do so to travel up to London on Sunday
21 May, ready for commencement of the
big show on Monday 22nd.

We hope to see a record number of our
overseas friends, further details will be
issued in due course and booking forms
will accompany the Winter (January)
'Maple Lcaves: Meanwhile, if you have
not akcady done so, please send your
booking form to Les Taylor for this year's
Convention in Glasgow.

Let us help you find that Elusive Canadian Rarity!
Choice Classics to Modern Varieties

-------------------- ------
QanAda e 88t`CanAda °l88
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------------ ------

Our Specialty ... the Unusual!
Our Current Private Treaty Catalogue featuring choice classics through

modern errors and varieties, and 112 page BNA Literature price list, FREE ON REQUEST

SASKATOON STAMP CENTRE
Internationally Recognized as a Leading Buyer of Canadian Errors and Varieties

Tel. (306) 931-6633 PO Box 1870, Saskatoon, SK S7K 3S2 Canada Fax: (306) 975-3728
E-mail: ssc@saskatoonstamp.com Toll Free (North Amenca Only) 1 800 205-8814 Web: www.saskatoonstamp.com
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KEEPING IT IN THE FAMLY
Red Bay Post Office , 1899-1999

Cindy Gibbons*
On 10 March 1899 James Gibbons of
Red Bay received a letter from Mr. J.O.
Fraser, Postmaster General for
Newfoundland, to the effect that he was
to take charge of the winter mail in that
community. Fraser had received
instructions from Mr. J. Alexander
Robinson, Colonial Secretary for
Newfoundland, to write the letter in late
November 1898. The instructions to
Gibbons followed a lengthy
correspondence between Fraser and
Robinson concerning who would
ultimately be responsible for Red Bay's
mail service during the winter months.

During summer months mail was
delivered to Red Bay by steamer from
St. John's. Mr. Josiah Penny was
responsible for the summer mail. Penny
had merchant premises on Penny's
Island, located in the harbour at Red

Bay. In a letter to Fraser dated 29
November 1898, Robinson stated that
this had been the case for 30 years and
that Penny had received a total of $12.00
remuneration for the responsibility.

Red Bay had been settled by
fishermen and their families from
Carbonear, Newfoundland, during the
middle of the 1800s. Josiah Penny's
father, William Hudson Penny, had
established merchant premises at the
same time to buy and sell cod fish
caught by the settlers. Penny was in the
habit of returning to his family's home
in Carbonear during the winter months.
Therefore, he had appointed Levi Pike,
one of the settlers, to take responsibility
for the mail during the winter months.
After the last trip of the mail steamer
from Newfoundland in the autumn, mail
was delivered by dog team via Quebec.

Cover from Red Bay 1935.
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Problems arose in the fall of 1898,
when the steamer Virginia Lake arrived
in Red Bay and there was no one present
to act as Mail Master. From letters
exchanged between Fraser and
Robinson during November and early
December 1898, the situation appears
thus: Levi Pike had moved to Isle aux
Bois, 60 miles west of Red Bay, where
the Penny family also had a fishing
establishment; in his absence Penny had
appointed James Gibbons to act as Mail
Master; Gibbons was away from Red.
Bay at the site of a recent shipwreck
when the Fir-iniu Luke arrived; mail
was left in the keeping of Rev. William
Patterson, the Methodist minister, who
suggested that William Y. Pike, keeper
of the Co-operative Store. would be the
person best suited to act as Mail Master.
Robinson did not agree with the
appointment of Pike and instructed
Fraser to appoint Gibbons winter Mail
Master.

There is a reference in a letter from
Fraser to Robinson. dated 30 November
1898, that for two years residents of Red
Bay had been strongly objecting to the
Post Office being located on Penny's
Island "for his convenience" A letter
from Horatio W. Pike, William Y. Pike,
Edmund Pike and John C. Yetman to
Fraser. dated 16 March 1899, stated that
Horatio Pike had been keeping the
winter mails since 1897 and that it
would be more convenient for the
people of Red Bay if he were to be
appointed to keep the Post Office in
summer as well. These particular
circumstances may be related to the
establishment of the Red Bay Co-
operative Society in 1896. The Co-op
was established to market t'ish for its
members and provide them with fishing
supplies and other necessities, making
them direct competition for Penny.

Penny had suggested Gibbons be
responsible for the winter mails; Pike
and other Co-op members were
advocating the appointment of Horatio
Pike as a year round Post Master.
Colonial Secretary Robinson agreed
with Penny and instructed that Gibbons
be appointed. Letters from Fraser to
Robinson suggest that Fraser had drawn
sides with Pike and the Co-op. In any
event Gibbons apparently took charge of
the winter mails in 1899-1900.

Petitions to improve mail service to
the Labrador Straits region and to
establish a proper year round Post Office
at Red Bay "in a convenient place with
facilities for the registration of letters
and the issuing of money orders..."
were sent to both Fraser and Governor
Herbert Murray during 1899. A
permanent Post Office was finally
established at Red Bay in 1906. James
Gibbons became Postmaster and
presumably retained that position until
about 1920 (he died in 1922), at which
time the position was filled by his
daughter-in-law Eliza. It is known that
she served as Postmistress at Red Bay
for over 40 years. Her grandson Walter
became Postmaster after she retired in
1961, at the age of 70. Walter retired
from that position in 1977 and his wife
Linda has been Postmistress for the past
22 years.

*Cindy Gibbons is the daughter of
Linda, the present postmistress.

The current postmark.
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A SWEETHEART IN EVERY PORT
Part 8 - Booklet Panes

The Yellow Peril Photos by Ian Robertson

Although I have an almost complete, if
not complete, collection of Admiral
booklets and booklet panes, I cannot
crow about knowing much about them.
Ignorance, however, does not preclude
me from putting my Bournemouth
display* down on paper. Another reason
for sharing my ecstasies, some of which
are more exciting than the stamps
themselves, with our members is to
encourage them to establish good
relations with their dealers. For me, a
good rapport is a vitally important basis
in building a good collection.

Tete Beche-Panes
It must have been in the mid-sixties
when H. R. Harmer (New York) offered a
collection of booklet panes, which
included all the tote beche panes, on
private treaty. If memory serves me
right, the collection was priced at $7500.
None of the big dealers (I am 5ft. 2in.)
would touch it because the price was too
high. I liked the collection but I did not
have enough dollars. As the timing was
a month before the BNAPS Convention
in Calgary, I said to Keith Harmer,
"Why don't you let me take it to
Calgary?" Much to my surprise, Keith
gave the stamps to me without even
asking for my `John Henry'! The
collection did not sell, but I still lusted
for it. So rather than return it I took a
gamble, knowing full well that if I lost I
would have to visit my bank's loan
manager. I removed the used panes and
auctioned them off. Luckily, the money
realized reduced the price to a level
where I could hack it. Thanks again
Keith, for giving me the opportunity to
be one of the seven lucky collectors to

own a set of these rare tete-beche
booklet panes.

The origin of these Admiral booklet
tete-beche panes is fascinating. I would
guess that someone from the printer's
premises extracted a printed sheet of
each value before they were perforated
then cut them up into panes of twelve
(six erect and six inverted subjects) for
the 10 and 20 and panes of eight for the
30 (four erect, four inverted).

If the sheets were completely cut up
there would be 21 sets of the three values.
This was not the case, however. Ed
Richardson's list of imperforate stamps
on page 235 of the September 1964 issue
of The Canadian Philatelist shows that
there are seven 10, seven 30 and ten 20
panes. The fact that only seven out of the
possible 21 sets and three additional 20
panes exist is a mystery.

On page 86 of Marler there is a
suggestion that "someone in a rare
moment of self-denial asked for and
received only a small part of a full
imperforate sheet" and cut them up into
tete-beche panes. Marler's explanation
would be acceptable if it wasn't for the
three extra panes. The additional panes
are pretty well gospel as I have one of
the three panes besides the one in my
set. The two 20 panes are identical, i.e.
dry printed - with gum and 17.9mm
wide, no guide dot and Type BRE9 -
vertical line in upper left spandrel
broken below the bottom of the
spandrel. The second pane was cut to
provide two tcte-beche pairs. (I recall
seeing an illustration of the tete-beche
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We're Waving the Flag in September!

Still adding to your Collection?

Or perhaps thinking of selling
some of your treasures?

At Cavendish you'll find the

same friendly, personal service

and expert advice whether you

are buying or selling. Specialist

marketing, specialist describing,

specialist staff and very special

results.

Some of the covers featured in

our Worldwide Auction on

SEPTEMBER 10111/11TH.

11,

It

For information about any of our services for Collectors, or to order a catalogue,

please call our Derby office, or one of our Regional Representatives - Charles

Leonard (Bournemouth 01202 893108), Peter Kelly (Bristol 0117 9736296) or

John Cowell (Scotland 01520 733380).

Sponsors of "Midpex `99"

email: stamps e cavendishphilauc.demon.co.uk

MMV

PHILATELIC • AUCTIONS • LTD

CAVENDISH HOUSE,
153-157, LONDON ROAD,

DERBY DE 12SY, ENGLAND
Tel: 01332 250970 (3 lines; 24hrs.)

Fax: 01332 294440 :Fax

Internet : http://www.thesaurus.co.uk/covendish/
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The "Harmer" tete beche set.

pair in a dealer's price list.) The
whereabouts of the third is not known.

question. The following excerpts are
from Matter p.69-70.

After many hours of consulting and
discussing the extra panes with my tutor
and after rereading the chapter on
booklets and booklet panes half a dozen
times the light finally came on! The
answer lies in the plate layouts. Of the
four types, three plate layouts were used
in the printing of the booklet panes in

1. TYPE X.• 168 subjects separated by
a vertical gutter into two groups of
84 subjects arranged in 14
horizontal rows of 6 subjects of
which the first 3 were erect and the
next 3 inverted; the printed sheet
being cut to provide 28 booklet
panes of 6 erect subjects.
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2. TYPE Yl: 252 .subjects separated
by 2 vertical gutters into i/wee
groups of 84 subjects arranged in
14 horizontal rows of 6 subjects of
which the first 3 were erect and the
next 3 inverted: the printed sheet
being cut to provide 42 booklet
panes of 6 erect subjects.

3. TYPE Y2: 360 subjects separated

by tiro vertical gutters into 3 groups

of 120 subjects arranged in 20

horizontal Inns of 6 subjects of

which the first 3 were erect and the

next 3 iverted: the printed .sheet

being cut to provide 60 booklet

panes of 6 erect subjects.

4. TYPE Z: 168 subjects separated by

2 hide gutters into -3 groups of 56

subjects arrcrngecl in 14 horwontal

rows of 4 subjccts of which the first

2 were erect and the next 2

inverted; the printed sheet ryas cut

to provide 42 booklet panes of 4

erect subjects.

The 252 subject plate (Type Y 1) was
used for the printing of the I c yellow
panes and the 168 subject plate (Type
Z), for the 3e, carmine panes. Both types
of layout provided three groups of seven
tote-beche panes each. The 360 subject
plate (Y2 - the largest of the four) was
used for the 2c green. Type Y2 yielded
three groups of ten tcte-beche panes.

That "someone" referred to by
Marler did not exactly receive a small
part of a full imperf sheet. What he
received was a complete group of each
denomination (84 subjects of the I c: 56
subjects of the 3(and 120 subjects of
the 2c) which he cut into tote-beche
panes - seven each of the I a and 3c but
ten of the 2¢.

3c Ccrrnune - A partial tete beche pane.

2c Green Panes of Six
The tete-beche panes, coupled with the
many peculiarities such as die states,
plate layouts, printing methods,
quantities, catalogue pricing etc., make
an unusually interesting group of stamps
to study. Plates 19 and 20, the last plates
used to print the 2¢ red panes, were also
used to print the first green panes. The
plates were from the retouched die, plate
layout was Type Y 1 - a 252 subject plate
providing 42 panes.

The following figures (Marler
pp334-5) are from the Canadian Bank
Note Company's records. Plates 21 and
22, also 252 subject plates, were from
the re-engraved die. Three printings
were made from these plates. From the
first printing, between 10 and 16
January, 1927, there were 44,255
impressions from each plate.

42 x 2 x 44,255 = 3,717,420 panes
From the second, between 28

November and 6 December, 1927, there
were 46,636 impressions from plate 21.

42 x 46,636 = 1,958,712 panes
The third, 2 to 10 February. 1928,

produced 46,005 impressions from each
plate.

42 x 2 x 46,005 = 3,864,420 panes
Total - 9,540,522 panes
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Plates 23, 24 and 25 were also from
the re-engraved die but Type Y2 plate
layout - a 360 subject plate providing 60
panes. There were three printings. The
first printings were between 30
September and 18 October, 1927. There
were 19,498 impressions each from
Plates 23 and 24.

60 x 2 x 19,498 - 2,339,760 panes
and 19,499 impressions from Plate 25.
60 x 19,499 = 1,169,940 panes.
The second printings were from 9 to

23 March, 1928, there were 28,504
impressions each from Plates 23 and 24.

60 x 2 x 28,504 = 3,420,480 panes
and 28,505 impressions from Plate 25.
60 x 28,505 = 1,710,300 panes.
The last printings, from 3 to 13 July,

1928, produced 5,882 impressions each
from Plates 23 and 24.

60 x 2 x 5,882 = 705,840 panes
and 5,883 impressions from Plate 25.
60 x 5883 = 352,980 panes
Total = 9,699,300 panes
Grand total = 19,239,852 panes

These 20 green panes of six were the
only Admiral booklet panes to be
printed by both the wet and dry
processes. The panes from Plates 19 and
20 and the first two printings from
Plates 21 and 22 were by the wet
process. The third printing from Plates
21 and 22 and all the printings from
Plates 23, 24 and 25 were dry.

I do not know the quantity of panes
that were printed from Plates 19 and 20
but I imagine that the quantity was
small. For simplicity and for the purpose
of this discussion I will add the quantity
of booklets issued in:

1923 280,069 (Marlerp302)
1924 234.676

514,745 booklets x 2
= 1,029,490 panes

to the previous
total of 19,239,852

20,269,342
Despite this huge quantity, the panes

can be readily identified as to which of
the four groups they belong:

Group I Plates 19-20 Wet, retouched die
Marler Type BR7. The vertical line of
the right numeral box is fine and the
outer line of the right side of the frame
seems separate from the adjoining line.

Group 2 Plates 21-22 Wet, re-engraved
first and second printings

Group 3 Third printing Dry, re-engraved
Type BRE8. A dot near the left numeral
box; the vertical line in the upper left
unbroken; spur at bottom right.

Group 4 Plates 23-25 Dry, re-engraved
Type BRE9. Vertical line at upper left is
broken below bottom line of the
spandrel.

Q

I 4̂

2¢ Carmine 'OTTAWA-TOP' pane.

OTTAWA-TOP and Pyramid Guides
It was some 30 years ago that I bought
my first `TOP' Admiral booklet pane. I
was so over-joyed with my find that I
salted the pane away without bothering
to investigate why the word OTTAWA-
TOP is in the left selvedge and not over
the top of the stamps where I had
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expected it to be. It was just now (Easter
'96) when I began to wonder why the
top marking is on the left. Thanks to that
wonderful book with the purple covers I
can now offer a reasonable explanation.

Because half of the subjects were
erect and half inverted, the top of the
plate could not be readily distinguished
from the bottom, except by the guide
dots that appear in the spaces between
the groups of panes and in the right
margin of the plate; something more
visible than the dots was needed. The
solution was to add an inscription on the
top of the plate. On Plates 15 and 16 the
words 'TOP OTTAWA' in two lines were
entered at the centre of the top of the
plate; the plate number was entered
above the erect panes and below the
inverted, and 'OTTAWA-TOP' in the
upper right margin of the plate close to
the subjects. These inscriptions were cut
away when the sheets were trimmed but
portions of OTTAWA-TOP remained in
the left margin.

Normally, the inscription at the top
would have done the trick if the plates
could be placed in the press vertically
but plates for the early booklet panes
were too long and had to be placed in the
press sideways. It seems to me,
therefore, that the reason for the
additional 'OTTAWA-TOP' inscription
in the upper right (upper left on the
pane) margin was to indicate to the
printers that this was the top of the
sideways plate.

Because both panes in the 2¢
booklets are from the same position
from the same plate (or same position
but different plate) and the first pane has
the 'OTTAWA-TOP' marking, the
second pane is very likely to have the
same word. Moreover, as the plates from

98

which were printed the covers for the
panes from Plates 15 and 16 also had the
same 'OTTAWA-TOP' in the upper left
margin, possibly one day a lucky
member will find this inscription under
the binding of a booklet.

Pyramids are the only other
markings appearing on the booklet
panes of the 10 yellow and 20 green
panes of four from Plate 1. These
pyramid guides were illustrated in the
January 1992 (whole number 236) issue
of 'Maple Leaves'. I do not have
anything new or exciting to report.

Squat Booklet Panes
The early Admiral booklet panes were
printed by the wet process. With this
process the paper is first dampened,
which caused the paper to expand. The
stamp designs were then printed on the
moistened paper. After printing, the
paper was allowed to dry. As the paper
dries, the paper contracts - returning to
its original size but causing the stamp
impressions to shrink.

The normal practice was to print the
stamps with the grain of the paper
running vertically (vertical mesh). In the
wet process the shrinkage occurs
horizontally across the grain leaving
slightly narrower stamps. Because the
plates for the booklet pane stamps were
too long and had to be put into the press
sideways, the stamps were printed on
paper with the grain running
horizontally (horizontal mesh). The
shrinkage, still horizontally across the
grain, produced squat stamps, i.e.
shorter and wider stamps.

Prior to my compiling these notes I
had been under the very popular
misconception that the squat panes were
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1( Green normal pane, 17.5 x 21.5mm.

the result of the paper being fed into the
presses the wrong way.

The 10 squat panes come in two
colours - deep blue green and green. A
deep blue green pane, incidentally
almost certain to be squat, can be found
with hairlines. The normal green shade
is not that simple to spot and is much
rarer. The 20 squat panes also cone in
two colours - rose red and carmine.

The plate layout for the covers was
designed to correspond to the layout of
the panes. Take, for example, the 168
subject, Type X plate that provided 28
booklet panes. Layout for the covers was
also a 28 subject plate arranged in four
rows of seven subjects. The first and
third rows were erect, and those of the
second and fourth rows were inverted.

In the assembly process the covers,
stamps, interleaving and information
sheets were all collated, then cut along
the vertical centre line to provide two
assemblies of 14 booklets. A continuous
strip of colour binding was applied over
the backs of these booklets (seven on
each side). Each booklet in the assembly
was then stapled and the whole cut
vertically and horizontally into 14

A deep blue green squat pane with
hairlines 18 x 21 mm.

individual booklets. If the cover was
miscut, the panes and the information
sheets would also be miscut. Illustration
is from a remainder stock of pink covers
for the Edward booklets.

Miscut 2¢ rose-red squat pane, 18 x
21mm, covers and 1910 information
sheets (over).

Hairlines
Although hairlines can be found on the
early printings of the 20 panes printed
on hardened flat plates, most of the
stamps with hairlines are found on the
panes printed from hardened plates that
were bent to conform to the curvature of
the rotary presses. The bending cracks
the plates and it is these cracks that
produced the fine hairlines - usually on
the corners of some stamps.
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POSTAGE RATES.

Letters and Post Cards.
On drop letters, one cent per oz.
On all other letters for delivery in

Canada , United Kingdom, British Col-
onies, Egypt, United States and Mexi-
co, 2c. per oz. or fraction thereof.

Letters to all other countries, 5c. for
the first oz. or fraction thereof, and 3c.
for each subsequent oz. or fraction
thereof.

Senders of letters to certain countries
can hexes fter prepay replies. (See Pos-
tal Guide.)

Post Cards for delivery in Canada, the
United States or Mexico. to. each; for
other countries, 2c. each.

Newspapers and Periodicals.
For deliver},; (o ir, Canada, United
Kingdom, United States, Mexico, New-
foundland and certain other British
Colonies, (except from publisher to sub-
scriber or news(lealer) 1c. per 4 or.
(Canadian publications only can go to
United Kingdom and British Colonies
at thl's rate) (b) to all other countries
lc. pdr 2 oz.

Books &c.
Books anj printed matter gener

te.
er
m

el
it-
sh

i
e.

including c rculars, in. per 2 ozs.
Legal and Commercial Paperl
For delivery in Canada, letter r

Addressed to -United States and o
countries, lc. per 2 ozs. with minin
charge of 5c.

Commercial Samples.
For Canada, and for other count

lc. per 2 ozs. In the case of other c
tries, a minimum charge of 2c. Is
acted.

Merchandise.
For Canada and United States, lc.

oz. or fraction thereof; for other coi
ries, see rates and conditions of Bri
and ForeignUarcel Post in Postat.Gu

Registration.
Registration fee on all classes of

ter and to all destinations, 5 cen
addition to ordinary postage.

1 Dec,

quote this paragraph (Marler p82),
followed by my comments. I hope that
someone will set me back on course if I
am off.

A11 but two of the 168-subject plates
laid down subsequently were
hardened and afterwards were bent
on a vertical axis, and in
consequence many subjects have
hairlines running vertically from
the corners, and some panes of'the
ONE CENT .show hairlines not on/v
in the scamps but also in the
selvedge. Two of these plates ol'the
ONE CENT were bent on a
horizontal axis and stamps from
these plates may be identified by
horizontal hairlines on horizontal
wove paper:

However, the larger plates,
engraved after September 21st,
1914, were all bent in the
conventional n av on a horizontal
axis, but the hairlines seem less
extensive than on the earlier plates.

The 22 plates for the 1¢ green panes
of the six were:

I to 3 168 subject plates. Original die

4 to 8 168 subject plates. Retouched die

9 to 10 168 subject plates. Retouched die

1 1 to 12 168 subject plates. Retouched die'

13 to 14 252 subject plates. Retouched die

15 to 16 168 subject plates. Retouched die

17 to 18 252 subject plates. Retouched die

19 to 20 252 subject plates. Retouched die'

21 to 22 252 subject plates. Retouched die'

'These plates were not used.

'These plates may have been used for the 1 ¢

yellow as well.

'These plates were used only for the I f

yellow.

My attempts to understand hairlines

on booklet panes is another of those

complex "biting off more than I can

chew" areas. To illustrate my problem I

100

As for the two exceptions to the 168-
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subject plates bent on a horizontal axis, I
would guess they were Plates 9 and 10.

Prices
Prices, whether auction realisations,
catalogues or dealers' asking prices, of
these panes are very interesting. Prices,
especially high prices, impress more
people than the particulars of the stamps.
These 20 green Admiral booklet panes are
a good example. The Specialized
Catalogue price for a pane of four is $50, a
pane of six, wet or dry, is $250.

The prices are for mint panes in fine
condition.

According to the figures given by
Canada Post there were:

600,000 Eng) Combination booklets

75,000 Fr) 1¢, 20 and 30 (brown)

1,791,000 Eng) Combination booklets

86,000 Fr) I ¢, 20 and 3¢ (carmine)

i.e. 2,552,000 panes of four and
5,123,425 Eng

431,325 Fr

5,554,750

x2
11,109,500 panes of six.

A quick glance at these totals shows
that there are more than four times as many
panes of six as there are panes of four. Yet,
the price for a pane of six (wet) is five
times the price of a pane of four.

My summary. There are four types of 20
green Admiral panes of six:
Type I Wet panes from Plates 19 and 20

- the rarest of the wet panes.
Type 2 Wet panes from Plates 21 and 22,

first and second printings.
Type 3 Dry panes from third printings of

Plates 21 and 22 - rarest dry
panes.

Type 4 Dry panes from Plates 23, 24
and 25.

Questions: Are the panes of four

underpriced and panes of six overpriced?
Why the huge discrepancies between the
quantities in Marler and that of the Canada
Post Office?

The 20 red panes too, are very
intriguing. These paragraphs from Mader
(p168) dealing with the 10 and p294 for the
20 - give an estimate of the squat booklets.

The number of impressions of Plates I
to 10 to be given presently suggests that
they accounted for approximately
1,600,000 booklets, which would have
been English on horizontal wove paper,
with 'large type" information sheets.
This, it will he observed fimom Appendix
B to be found at the end of this Section,
corresponds roughly to the number
issued between Mat' 1st, 1913, and
March 31st, 1916, but is somewhat less
than the total quantity received from the
manufacturers up to the date last
mentioned.

1,600,000 booklets with four 10 panes
each = 6,400,000 squat panes.

It is possible, using the sears and
figures appearing in Appendix F to
estimate the approximate number of
each ttpe of TWO CENTS Carmine
booklets that were issued.
1 Those with large type information
sheets with stamps printed on
horizontal wove paper -
English only 4,900,000
2 Those with small type information
sheets with stamps printed on vertical
wove paper -
English 4,000,000
French 143,000
3 Those with small type information
sheets with the cover overprinted -
English 240,000
French 26,000

9, 309,000
4,900,000 booklets with two 20 panes

Continued on page 103
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Arc you in the process of building your collection of Canada,

Newfoundland or Provinces? Our quarterly public auctions

are filled with hundreds of lots offering an impressive selection of
choice classics, proofs and essays, covers, modern errors, special-
ized collections and foreign, all accurately described and dis-
played in a beautiful full colour comprehensive catalogue so you
can bid with confidence. Contact its today for your free copy of
our next catalogue.

A
re you considering selling your collection? If so,
you want an auction house you can trust. Take

advantage of our friendly and professional service.
Your collection will be described by our expert lotters,

some of the best in the business. Commission rates

are very competitive and prompt payment is always

guaranteed . Our catalogues are meticulously pre-

pared to highlight your holdings and ensure maximum realizations. All our
efforts are aimed toward making your selling experience pleasant as well as
financially rewarding.

A s Canada's leading buyers we can also offer you outright

purchase if you prefer. We are currently looking for

Canadian specialized collections from Pence to Admiral issues,

Newfoundland and Provinces, United States and Possessions,

British Commonwealth and Foreign. You will receive top

dollar for your collection and quick payment. Call its today!

You will find that it pays to do business with the best.

EASTERN AUCTIONS LTD.
Canada's most trusted auction house

2: 1 (800 ) 667-8267 - Fax: 1 (888) 867-8267

Visit our new web site: http.. //zuzzlzu.easle?-nstamps.com

P.O. Box 250, Bathurst, New Brunswick, Canada, E2A 3Z2

`IZ: (506 ) 548-8986• Fax: (506) 546-6627

E-mail: glstamps@nbnet.nb.ca

Auk, ODD Members:

ASDA•APS•CSDA•PTS•PHSC • BNAPS • RPSC • CPS of GB•ETC.
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In the Spring issue we noted the appearance of a new auction house
in Canada ; our roving reporter attended the inaugural sale...

'FOR THE COLLECTOR
BY THE COLLECTOR' AUCTION

The Yellow Peril
The President of Brigham Auctions could
not have picked a better day than Friday, 26
February, 1999, to hold his inaugural
auction. Unlike the awful shut-in weather
of the preceding weeks, there was neither
wind nor falling snow: the highways were
clear; the tern-perature, above freezing and
the good sun shone brightly all day. The
climate was so salubrious that when a
friend offered to drive me to the sale, I did
not hesitate to accept.

Although it has been some con-
siderable time since I last attended a stamp
auction and I did not arrive until noon, the
floor was what I had expected - a quick
count during intermission showed 48
people. The sale was a 1373-lot affair. The
first 354 lots - mostly choice Newfound-
land sprinkled with some postal history,
airmail, special delivery, officially sealed
etc. - were sold in the morning. The re-
maining 1019 lots of Canada, ranging from
proofs to an exceptional collection of rare
modern varieties (including a Seaway) and
all the in-between issues, were sold in the
afternoon session. Bidding was lively
throughout and good collector stamps
bought good collector prices. For example,
a rare block of the 'Colony of Canada'
essay was stolen by a lucky bidder at
$1800, and a beautiful 10 Large Queen on
laid paper saw $4250. The big surprise was
when a 20 QV Numeral on a multi-
coloured illustrated advertising cover re-
alized 6112 times the $200 estimate at
$1300. The figures do not include buyer's
premium or the various sales taxes.

The intermission refreshment was the
usual fresh, hot coffee and for those who

prefer something a little more medicinal,
the bar was opened. Immediately after the
sale, the complimentary bar was again
opened. It was a most fitting way to
celebrate a successful `For the collector by
the Collector' sale.

On behalf of the Society, I welcome
new member Mr. Ron Brigham.

SWEETHEART Continued front page 101

each = 9,800,000 squat panes.

According to Marler's figures,
the 9,800,000 2¢ squat panes
less the 6,400,000 1 ¢ squat panes
show there
are 3,400,000 more 20 squat panes

than 10 panes

the total 9,309,000 20 booklets
less the 4,900,000 20 squat booklets
indicate 4,409,000 20 regular booklets

the total 4,900,000 20 squat booklets
less the 4,409,000 20 regular booklets

therehos w

are 491,000 more 20 squat than
20 regular booklets.

The Specialized Catalogue's price
(1999) for the 10 squat pane is $125; the 2¢
squat pane is $175; and the 20 regular pane
is $25.

Something here just doesn't add up.
Does quantity have any bearing on
pricing? Perhaps there is a rocket scientist
in our midst who can elaborate on the
rationale behind these pricings.

*Display given to the Society at the 1995
Convention in Bournemouth.
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SOME ASPECTS OF
THE RURAL MAIL DELIVERY SERVICE

AS. Mackie, FCPS
The application to establish a Rural Route
required a plan of the Route, which had to
be of reasonable length, preferably of
circuitous nature, but not over 25 miles. A
petition, signed only by the head of each
household interested, had to be signed by
at least 50% of the heads of households in
the area to be served by the proposed
Rural Route, and by a minimum of three
householders per travelled mile, to secure
a daily service except Sunday. The
completed petition, sketch and detail of
travel had to be sent to the District
Director of Postal Services.

on the roadside, in such a manner as to be
reached by the courier without dis-
mounting from his horse or vehicle. The
box, which originally cost $3, could only
be obtained from the Post Office
Department. The receipt for such a
purchase in 1949, priced the `King
Edward' box at $4 (Figure 1) but by 1971
a boxholder could construct his own rural
mail box, provided it met the general
specifications regarding Rural Mail
Delivery boxes. Boxes could not be
erected within one quarter mile of a Post
Office.

Since 1908, when the service first
started, it was necessary for each person
on a Rural Route to purchase and erect a
box known as the `King Edward' mail box

While engaged in the service of a
Rural Route, the courier had to carry for
sale a stock of postage stamps sufficient to
meet the demands of purchasers, i.e. in

1i ttreaa It t'.tts'pecteur bit biq;trict

(IScrirc 1'adroeso tilt verso)

rYetrict P-t rffice Inepe,ctot
MONTREA L, P. 0.

1 >a . 8 1949 17
101

MONTREAL P.;

REcU POUR L'ACHAT DUNE BOITE AUX LETTRES RURALE

de volts ttccu.=o rtccp1ion de III ,otnmc it 761 to pa} t•n,ent l Ittle belle ;nt^ It,tlros rwttit :mw

Ica accessoires a cres volts volts scrvirez Sul- In route de distribution rw do n°._..

b ilC @dic

aussitOL qua possible all bureau de poste de...__._......._........
vous voudrez hen alloy III ret:huuer.

elle, t volts seta cspu 0

.__... ......, oft

Figure 1. Receipt for purchase of mail box.
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earlier times sufficient to be able to sell
1Oc worth to any patron without depleting
his stock to such an extent as to prevent
him from selling a reasonable amount to
any other person who desired a supply.
The stamps were bought from the Post-
master ofa distributing office and paid for
at tace value by the courier. Where a city
office was the distributing office for a
route, the courier was not permitted to buy
his stamps from a stamp vendor.

(-ouriers were required to carry a
stock of Postage Due stamps to be used in
connection with insufficiently prepaid
mail matter, these too had to be obtained
from the Postmaster of the distributing
post office.

On what are called 'Drop Letters, that
is letters mailed in any post office or letter
box on a Rural Route. for delivery into any
other post office or letter box on the same
route- the rate of postage was 2 cents an

FROM . Z .. ". .:. .. V

..........q ............

ounce or fraction thereof. i.e., ordinary
letter rate.

When a courier collected mail matter
for delivery to a box on the same route not
yet reached he, before delivering same,
cancelled the postage stamps thereon with
an indelible pencil. If he had reason to
believe that the postage was not fully
prepaid, he took it to the nearest post
office not yet reached or (if there were no
Way Post Offices on the Route) to the
distributing office. in order that the
correct amount of postage be ascertained.

Insufficiently prepaid mail matter,
addressed to a patron of Rural Mail
Delivery, was not taken out by the courier
unless an amount had been deposited by
the patron with the despatching
postmaster with which to pay the charges
on such matter. Where such deposit had
been made, it was the duty of the
postmaster to affix postage due stamps to

I ^^rurc '. . I letter linen 1lh•.c. T A. Davis. on Rural Route No 2, A'apanee. Ontario to M,s

Pcrrr }aimc on the same Rowe, which the couriel'Jailed to cancel frith his inclclihle pencil,

or lake to the ncure.ci ollicc to ascertain if the po.cla/c was correct.
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Figure 3. Postage due: it appears that the postmaster at Holloway wrote "Please give the
mail driver 2¢ for postage',' and Mrs. Townsend gave the courier the 2t, he then applied the
two I ¢ Postage Due stamps and cancelled them with his indelible pencil.

such mail , cancel the stamps and deliver it
to the courier to be deposited in the
patron 's box . In cases where no such
deposit had been made , a notice was filled
out, by the postmaster, for delivery into the
addressee 's box , stating that mail was
being held at his office awaiting receipt
from the addressee of the additional
postage charges thereon . In the event of
these charges not being paid before the
departure of the courier on his next trip,
the insufficiently prepaid mail matter
would be taken by the courier on that trip.
If the addressee either met the courier or
deposited in his box the requisite amount
in money (postage stamps not accepted) to
pay the charges, the courier affixed
postage due stamps to the mail , cancelled
the stamps and delivered it to the addres-
see, or deposited it in the addressee's box.

If the addressee neither met the courier
to personally pay the charges, nor
deposited sufficient money in his box for

that purpose , the courier returned the mail
matter to the distributing post office. If at
the end of one week the postage charges
were not received , a second notice was
sent, marked ` Second Notice, advising the
addressee that the mail matter had been
placed in the general delivery, to be called
for.

Delivery of registered mail,
C.O.D. and large parcels.
Such articles had to be delivered in person
to the addressee or his recognized
representative.

In order not to delay mail items
requiring personal contact, such as large
parcels, C.O.D. etc, the postmaster was
able to use discretion and, where the
boxholder did not normally meet the
courier , authorize the courier to leave
the item at the post office to be called
for. In such instances the courier
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NOTICE

Postage due .... cents

ii, ,,nnrt l,.ie of rr,nil,^nrr^!Ire till: (;iJi( r i,,, ,^JJ^.r+
(;,iiv f.l uP tlJ.

1/ rim col,oJ 1', h, tl,,• ,, ,,i li be hi tl;c' ib ,,,l

., +rici M1k trip. rte, tlwl'i' , i.pudt iri r„ ,l.uu tli.

l^^hi!, o ^ u t ^I r0,;!,!; 0i,,0,YS ,vii! !,t I. ocieV le J' t.. ,.,iu

Shuu,J Rye t. urlar Ge uvaAle !n Avllor! tin rsalda un his n

tllr. it u-ill ha h,(d nr ads ugice In rtm 0 :!!!nl Uri!,'!,! m^mbn„

>^ci,r ire. tr ^^rtions .,s t,i its Jlzr,^siit.

Figiu'e 4. Postage due: 'Stamps bill not

be accepted' - 1939.

SHORT, AID MAIL - i/SUkfi_SAig D'AFE.6 IISSEfiE T

Figure 5. Postage due: 'S[amps
accepted' - 1951.

SHORTPAID MAIL - IHSi1FFISANCt, D FFPAFNCHISSEM

' sV ,

addressee's box to advise him that if he
did not take delivery at the post office in
the meantime, the item would be
brought out again on the next trip. The
courier would take the item out a second
time and should no authorised person be
on hand to take delivery, the courier
would return the item to the post office.
Such matter would not be taken out by
the courier more than twice. If the item
was not called for within a week, the

SHORTPAID MAIL
INSUFFISANCE D' AFFRANCHISSEMENT

. CFC 'e'9'O

Figure 7. lnsufficienih, paid mail
delivered on trust.

NOTICE

Notice of Registered Article

rvt , isle J 1 !nt[er irn, Geen , r.,a,^eJ nt tl^

II ,^ ,sJleJ /,J tha ---h-, It gilt Lc 1-- -1 blithe
ILUaI !, tri

l.d n.„, «^.lrri^^l ied '„lr;^ie o.^J VA, a1h ,

•^ " i„.rho tr tree +-u^?'-n , , de, r the ^^
ii ,ol r lru i;i o e coq mo""U"',

Figure 6. Postage (fife: 2c (file paid at

distributing office - 1960.

simply left a card in the addressee's rural

box advising that an item was being held
in the post office and could be called for
immediately.

If the item was taken out for delivery

and the addressee or his representative
did not meet the courier to take delivery,
the courier left a notice card in the

Figure 8. Advice of registered mail %or
collection or delivery.

Please call at (lie , Feglittatlorn wicket to?

REGISTERED'
ARTICLE

M
ti 5, 1,101,1 Ne 1,1,10 101

Figure 9. Obverse of 1932 bilingual card.
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postmaster sent a `Final Notice'
indicating the period the item would be
held at the post office before being
returned to the sender as `uncalled for'.

All registered and C.O.D. mail had
to be signed for and any deficient
postage and / or C.O.D. charges due
thereon paid at time of delivery.

When a package too large for
deposit in a rural mail box was received
at the distributing office for delivery on
a rural mail route, a notice was filled out
by the postmaster, for delivery in the
addressee's box, stating that the package
will be taken out by the courier on his
next trip for delivery, if requested to do
so by the addressee. If the addressee or
his duly authorized representative failed
to meet the courier to receive the
package, it was taken back to the
distributing post office and held in the
General Delivery until called for by the
addressee, a second notice to that effect
being placed in the addressee's box
should the package not be called for
within one week.

Rural couriers were authorised and
required while serving their routes to
take applications and accept money for
Money Orders and Postal Notes from
persons desiring to purchase same, and
to give receipts for funds so received.

l figure 10. .ldvertising 'Flier' aimed at

customers on rural routes.

NOTICE c'
ic.

IThere is a package this ofice. to you add- u. O,t<ii,w
large to h placed in y rural mail Mx. r roe

It will be delivertd to you on preacntebon of this n We
General Delivery wicker bore.

It. however , you a the package . to be delivered by =it coh.ncr,
plc- sign the memorandum next under.

- -' POSTMASTER

POSTrtASTER-Kindly give package referred^to bove to the rural

cmaner for delivery at oy own ri.k. . ,

Figure 11. Notice of'package too large
for mail box.

Each courier was furnished with a small
supply of blank applications for the use
of intending remitters.

In all cases where applications for
Money Orders or Postal Notes were
made through rural couriers, such
Orders or Notes had to be procured at
the distributing post office to which the
couriers were attached, and not at any
other post office on the couriers' route,
without special authorization from the
Department.

Unless specially instructed to the
contrary the rural couriers, after
returning to the distributing office from
their trips, presented the applications
they received, with the money for
Money Orders and Postal Notes, to the
postmaster who issued appropriate
Orders or Notes and mailed the receipts
detached from Postal Notes or Advices
of the Money Orders to the respective
remitters, in official envelopes (Fig. 14).

The written instructions received
from patrons to have their mail delivered
to the courier to be deposited in their
respective boxes had to be carefully
filed and preserved. A list of the patrons
who chose to take advantage of Rural
Mail Delivery had to be prepared by the
postmaster of the distributing office,
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Robert A. Lee Philatelist

ADMIRAL ISSI,E

ADVERTISING LOv ERS
AIRMAII 8 FLIGHT COV ERti

AIRMAIL STAMPS

ALBERTA POSAL HISTORY

BOOKLETS 8 BOOKLET PANE,

B R T J H COL UMBIA P ()S'EAl HIS TI.IN^

CENTENNIAL 196' ISSU

CINDERELI A MATERIAL

DEAD LET'ER OFFICE

DISASTER COVERS
DUPLEX CANCELLATIONS

EDWARD VII ISSUE
EXHIBITION & FAIR COVERS

FANCY NUMERAL 8 SPECI AL'P CANCELLATIONS

859 FIRST CENTS ISSUE

FIRST DAY COVERS
FLAG CANCELLATIONS
FOREIGN COVERS

FORGERIES

INTERNATIONAL MACHINE (, ANCEIL ATI() NS

JUBILEE ISSUE

LARGE QUEEN ISSUE

LEGISLATIVE MARKINGS

LITERATURE

MANITOBA POSTAL HISTORY

MAP 118981 ISSUE

MAPLE LEAF ISSUE
MILITARY POSTAL HISTORY

MOON MOTO 8 POCON CANCE.LATIO NS

NASCOPIE POSTAL HISTORY

NEW BRUNSWICK POSTAL HISTORY

NEW BRUNSWICK STAMPS

NEWFOUNDLAND POSTAL HISTORY

NEWFOUNDLAND STAMPS
N W T POSTAL HISTORY
NOVA SCOTIA POSTAL HISTORY

Ltd

presents

CANADA and B .N.A. AUCTIONS

OUR AUCTIONS REGULARLY CONTAIN
SOME 2000 LOTS

INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES

NJ MERAL 55UE
L)FF ICiAL STAMPS

DFFICI ALLY SEALED','AMP

H M S PE BENS

ONTARIO POS'AL HISTOR ♦
PATRIOTIC COVERS 8 POSTC, AHDS

PENCE ISSUES
F'E RE I NS PRIVATE

PI ATE BLOCKS

POSTAGE DUE S5UES

POSTAL HISTORY COLLECTIONS 8 LARGE LC;'S

POSTAL TATIONERL

RRE CANCELS

P E I POSTAL HISTORY

PROOFS

OUEBEC POSTAL HISTORY

QUEBEC TERCENTENARY

RAILROAD POST OFFICES

HATE COVERS

REGISTERED COVERS
REGISTRATION STAMPS

REVENUES
ROYAL TRAINS COVERS

SASKATCHEWAN POSTAL HISTORY

SEMI OFFICIAL AIRMALLS

SHIP CANCELLATIONS MARKING) 8 VIE WCARDS

SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS

SMALL QUEEN ISSUE
SPECIAL DELIVERY STAMPS

SPECIMEN OVERPRINTS

SQUARED CIRCLES

STAMP COLLECTIONS 8 LARGE LOTS
STAMPLESS COVERS

VARIETIES

VIE WCARDS
WAR TAX STAMPS

YUKON POSTAL HISTORY

CALL OR WRITE TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR CATALOGUE

Weil Ye PHILATELIST LTD

members A P S B N A P S C S D A , 111S1, I T S

203-1139 Sutherland Ave., Kelowna , B.C., V1Y 5Y2 • Phone (604) 861-1106
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from information obtained by him from
the courier, in the order in which the
respective boxes were reached by the
courier on his route, and kept up to date.

Footnote
Much of the information above derives
from the 1913 Official Regulations,
approved by the P.O. Department of
Canada. Thus the past tense has been
used, but the R.R. Service still operates
and it seems that most of the regulations
remain in force.
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Figure 12. Notice of large parcel to be
collected against payment of C.O.D.
charges (1994).
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PHILATELIC AUCTIONEERS

FOR OVER 100 YEARS

Phillips conduct 35 to 40 auctions of postage stamps each year,

and there are always opportunities to buy and sell at auction.

Regular visits are made by our philatelic specialists to intending vendors

in most areas of the UK and visits can be made to inspect suitable
collections.

For further details on our sales and free sample catalogues

write or telephone Stuart Billington on (020) 7468 8345.

http://www.phiIIips-auctions.com

LONDON (Phillips
INTERNATIONAL

AUCTIONEERS & VALL'FRs

101 New Bond Street , London W1Y OAS.
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THE BRITISH MISSIONS TO RUSSIA 1918-20
The Canadian Experience (4)

David Whiteley
Turning to the operations of the

Field Post Office and an analysis of the
various markings used, one is faced with
a paucity of material thus making it
difficult to arrive at positive con-
clusions. The most interesting con-
undrum is the existence of CS-l, and
CS-2.41 Even though there are only two
examples of CS-2, Ed. Richardson has
been able to conclude that there are
sufficient differences from CS-1 to
identify positively the two cancelling
devices. Ed. Richardson, in a detailed

Hammer 1

examination of Hammer I strikes, drew
the following conclusions:

The indicium `1' was a moveable
slug as the numeral ` 1' appears in three
different positions: (a) under `AD' of
CANADIAN - all November- December
1918 covers ( with very minor varia-
tions): (b) under the `D' of CANADIAN
- from 1 January to 19 February.
Richardson only had examples from 5-
16 February, but I have been able to
examine three January examples and a
19 February example all of which have

(actual usage dates)

M5-1 (hammer 1)

Proofed: 26 Sep 1918

Size: 29 mm

Hammer 2

M5-2 (hammer 2)

Proofed: 26 Sep 1918
Size: 29 mm

Illustrations of Hammers 1 and 2 with examples of actual usage. Courtesy Bill Bailey.
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the I under the 'D': (C) under the second
'A' of CANADIAN, or possibly the
NA'. from 26 February to 18 Max.

Richardson thus summarizes his
findings as follows:- Two hammers.
Hammer I, size of markings 29.5-
30mm: size of lettering FIELD POST
OFFICE 2.75mm high, CANADIAN

2.25mm high, SI131;RIAN EXP.
FORCE - 3mm high. Style (both)
Sanserif caps. Colour of ink only black.
Period of use Ilammer I. earliest known

13 November, latest 1S May (now a
date of 7 .June has been discovered). For
Ilammer 2 the only date known is 28
October 1918. " Having concluded that
there were two hammers, both
Richardson and Lt. Colonel Webb
postulate that, if the original plans had
been followed, the bulk of the Canadian
contingent would have been based on
Omsk with a rear echelon at Vladi-
vostok. Therefore, because of the size of
the contingent, two Field Post Offices,
one at Omsk and one at Vladivostok,
each with its own cancelling device,
would have made sense. But as Webb
points out, why would the Canadian
Postal Corps suddenly break with
tradition and use numerical indicia to
distinguish one date stamp from
another? This practice had not been
followed in any other theatre hereto-
fore." A Field Post Office at Omsk
under those conditions would have had a
large amount of mail for both Canada
and Great Britain to handle. Con-
sequently it would have been expedit-
ious to cancel the mails at Omsk and
then make them up into closed bags for
direct transshipment as closed mails for
either Canada or Great Britain. The bags
would be tagged for either Victoria or
Vancouver or for Great Britain via
Vancouver. If this practice had been
followed it would leave eliminated a
considerable amount of double sorting

at Vladivostok. From the War Diary of
No.5 Detachment, Canadian Postal
Corps. it is noted that one postal clerk
was sent to Omsk on 4 February, 1919,
but it is not known whether he took the
CS-2 dater with him as no material
cancelled with that device from Omsk
has appeared to date. Faulstich
postulates that. as a small Canadian
party accompanied The High Com-
missioner, Sir Charles Elliot, to Omsk
on 8 December and the No.5 Postal
Detachment had assumed responsibility
for British mail from Omsk, the CS-2
hammer was, in all probability, sent to
Omsk." This is unlikely as Post Office
cancelling devices would not have been
sent to Omsk unless members of the
Postal Corps were also sent. Therefore it
is very doubtful that further examples of
CS-2 will be found from the Omsk
theatre prior to 4 February 1919, the
earliest date postal clerks were dis-
patched to Omsk."

I-lie fact that the two examples of
CS-2 that have been observed are both.
significantly. dated 28 October, 1918,
two days after the arrival of Empress o/
Japan can be easily explained. There is
no doubt that Lt. Ross and his three
assistants would have been working at
high speed to establish the Field Post
Office at the earliest opportunity, as they
would be anticipating a heavy mail from
the 677 members of the advance party.
Webb has suggested that only a few
pieces of mail would have been handled
initially by the Postal Corps as the bulk
ofthe letters would have been left on the
ship. From the discoveries made by
Robert Smith we now know that there
were "two ways of sending letters. One
was to put stamps on the envelope and
let them stay on... [the] ship, the other to
send them unstamped when they will go
ashore. through the central military post
office and on the next boat""' This new
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information therefore suggests that the
majority would elect to send their mail
free of postage through the Base Post
Office, especially if word had got about
that a mail would be sent by the Empress
of Japan on her departure after
discharging the troops and cargo. Given
the time factor and the pressure to make
up a mail it is not surprising the postal
clerks would use the first dater
available, regardless of hammer. Once
the initial rush was over, all the
equipment unpacked and the Base Field
Post Office established and running, the
Hammer I dater would have been
brought into use and the Hammer 2
dater placed with the equipment to be
sent to Omsk once the main contingent
arrived. It should be remembered that
the political decision to keep the
Canadians in Vladivostok had not as yet
been made. Consequently General
Elmsley and his staff were working on
the assumption that the operational
Headquarters would be quickly estab-
lished in Omsk.

The use and purpose of the CS-3,
rubber dater is less easy to explain as
two of the examples I have seen both
appear on the Carter correspondence.
Sgt. R.W. Carter was a member of No. 9
Ordnance Detachment, which was
barracked at Egerscheldt Docks, some
three kilometres south of Base
Headquarters. The third cover was
written by Lt. Ramsay R.A.O.C., who
was also presumably barracked at
Egerscheldt with members of the
Canadian Ordnance Corps.

It has been suggested that this
cancelling device was used at a sub-post
office. Webb suggests at Gornastai Bay,
Bailey & Toop suggest Headquarters
16th. Brigade, Gornas tai Barracks.
However, I suspect it was more likely to
have been at Base Headquarters located

in the Pushinskaya Theatre, if there were
indeed any sub-post offices established.
I suggest Base Headquarters because
No. 5 Postal Corps were also stationed
at Middlesex Barracks, Egerscheldt,
close to the docks and, since both the
Ordnance Corps and the post office
were in the same location, I can see no
reason for that unit to have a sub-post
office. The first cover with the CS-3
dater is dated 15 November, 1918, it is
also cancelled with a CS-1 dater 16
November, 1918, which suggests it was
posted somewhere other than the main
post office. The second cover, which
bears two strikes of the CS-3 dater,
(figs. 2 & 3-M.L. Winter 99), is a
registered cover dated I 1 January 1919
with a magenta PASSED / BY /
CENSOR / 005 handstamp with a
censor officer's signature. This
censoring device was allocated to No. 9
Ordnance Detachment, therefore the
question arises, was the censoring of the
letter done in the first instance at some
place other than Egerscheldt? The third
cover is also a registered cover, dated I I
March, 1919, (fig. 4-M.L. Winter 99),
and consequently bears no censoring
device. The instructions would allow for
this to occur: "an officer had first to
pass a letter and then frank it with his
signature, without rank or unit and then
pass it unsealed to the `stamping officer'
who was to seal and stamp it" 4'
Therefore it is conceivable that the letter
was franked at some location other than
Sgt. Carter's quarters, for example Base
Headquarters and then sent to his unit
for the application of the correct
censoring stamp before being placed in
the main mail stream.

The means of physical transporta-
tion of mail between Canada and Russia
and the classes of mail that could be
handled has received little attention.
Vladivostok was not on a regular
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shipping route although the Canadian
Pacific Ocean Services Ltd. had an
agent in Vladivostok who was able to
assist the Canadians in facilitating the
movement of mail. It is known that,
prior to the arrival of the main body of
the Canadian Forces, earlier dispatches
for Vancouver "had been handed to the
British Consul at Vladivostok" for
onward transmission, care of the British
Consul, Yokohama, who would place
them on the first available mail boat for
Canada." In fact Lt. Ross reported that
the first direct mail for Canada was not
made up until 4 December, and was
presumably dispatched by the 2M.S.
Monteagle. Lt. Ross also stated that he
was trying to make arrangements with
United States Army Post Office to
dispatch Canadian and British mail in
closed bags through their facilities.
Apparently American Forces mails left
Vladivostok on Wednesdays and
Saturdays .4" According to Captain Play-
fair, official war correspondent, writing
in the Vancouver Daily Province. of 26
December 1918, as a result of Canadian
Government policy military mail to and
from Siberia would only be carried on
Canadian transports. The article further
stated that, as a result of this policy, the
only mail received at Vladivostok had
arrived on 5 December on the R.M.S.
Monteagle and the last vessel to arrive
from Japan had only brought civilian
mail. The official Post Office records
show that on 5 December, 1918 the
Deputy Postmaster General instructed
the Post Master at Vancouver to forward
mail for the Expeditionary Force by
closed bag in Japanese mail steamers
wherever possible."' From the official
records of mail forwarded it is clear that
the P.M. at Vancouver not only used
Japanese steamers but American
Transports and British flag vessels,
including the mail contract steamers of

116

the Canadian Pacific. The records show
that there were 29 mail sailings from
North America between 6 December
1918 and 17 April 1919. They were as
follows:

S.S. Monteagle .................. 17 Nov 1918
Arrived Vladivostok 5 Dec

S.S. War Charger ..............27 Nov 1918
Arrived Vladivostok 26 Jan, 1919

S.S. Ning Chow ..................6 Dec 1918
Arrived Vladivostok 29 Dec

S.S. Chicago Maru ............ I I Dec 1918
S.S. Teesta ..........................21 Dec 1918

Arrived Vladivostok 12 Jan 1919
S.S. Protesilaus ..................26 Dec 1918

Arrived Vladivostok 15 Jan
S.S. Astute Maru ..............30 Dec 1918
U.S. Transport ......................5 Jan 1919
S.S. Mach-as Maru .............. 10 Jan 1919

Arrived Vladivostok 3 Feb
S.S. Africa Maru ................ 15 Jan 1919
S.S. Canada Marzr ..............21 Jan 1919
S.S. Monteagle ....................30 Jan 1919

Arrived Vladivostok 18 Feb
S.S. Fushimi Maru ..............1 Feb 1919
S.S. Karoo Maru ..................3 Feb 1919
U .S. Transport ......................5 Feb 1919
S.S. Mexico Maru ................6 Feb 1919
S.S. Empress of Japan........ 12 Feb 1919
S.S. Koan Maru .................. 13 Feb 1919
S.S. Arabia Manr .............. 18 Feb 1919
S.S. Empress of Asia ..........26 Feb 1919
S.S. Manila Maru ................ I Mar 1919
S.S. Chicago Marit ..............3 Mar 1919
S.S. Asvutu Mara ..............10 Mar 1919
S.S. Katori Manr .............. 12 Mar 1919
S.S. Suwa Maru ................22 Mar 1919
S.S. Chclops ......................26 Mar 1919
S.S. Empress of Russia ...... 10 Apr 1919

Arrived Vladivostok 18 May
S.S. Africa Marit ................I I Apr 1919
S.S. Empress of Japan ......I7 Apr 1919

Arrived Vladivostok 4 May"

It should be noted that the dates
quoted were the dates mail closed at

Continued on page 119
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EARLY RPO SHIP MARKINGS OF BC (3)
Vancouver and Victoria B.C. RPO - A Second Look

Bill Topping
In the previous article (June 1998,
p269) on the VAN & VIC. B.C. R.PO.
(Ludlow W-160j), I suggested that there
is much to be gained from reading the
messages written on post cards and Pat
Page did just that. He has found a post
card addressed to New York city
showing `C.P.R. S.S. PRINCESS
VICTORIA'. The message on the card is
dated 7 August, 1905 and states that the
card was written on the PRINCESS
VICTORIA on the Victoria to Seattle leg
of what was to become the Triangle
Route serving Vancouver, Victoria, and
Seattle. The fact that the card bears a
one cent Edward stamp indicates that it
was mailed on the PRINCESS
VICTORIA and, as a result, the card did
not enter the mail system in Seattle.

The `VAN & VIC. B.C. R.P.O.
postal marking on the card is dated two

POST
/c<o y LC L^̂  l^v f

Lshp,,ce may be i sed h i ^_om.nunicstinn.

2

days later, 9 August, 1905, and has a
`W' direction letter. This would indicate
that the letter was postmarked on the
Vancouver to Victoria leg of the route,
which at first glance does not fit with
the message that the card was written
between Victoria and Seattle. A brief
study of the history of the Vancouver to
Victoria R.P.O. will help to explain what
happened.

The `VAN & VIC. B.C. R.P.O.'
hammer came into use in February 1903
on the Vancouver to Victoria leg of the
Triangle Route at the time the Canadian
Pacific Railway officially took the route
over from the Canadian Pacific
Navigation Company. At that time the
CHARMER (ex. PREMIER) provided a
daily service between Vancouver and
Victoria, leaving Vancouver about 1:15

CARI.
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p.m. after the arrival of C.P. R.'s Train
No. I. The return trip Ielt Victoria at
1 :00 a.m . It appears that a mail clerk was
assigned to the ship and processed mail
in a westerly direction only. Thus the
first use of the VAN & VIC. B.C. R.P.O.
hammer would have been on the
('I I. I R.11ER.

The PRINCESS VICTORIA took
over the route on 17 August, 1903 and
made a trial run to Tacoma on 22
August. On 20 January 1904, the
PRINCESS BE.-1 TRICE was added to the
service and the Vancouver to Victoria
route was extended to include Seattle. In
the spring of 1904, the PRINCESS
VICTORIA was taken out of service to
have passenger accommodation added.
The CHAR>tIER and the PRINCL'SSS
BEATR/CE continued to provide service
between Vancouver. Victoria and
Seattle. In the summer of 1904 the
PRINCESS VICTORIA returned to the
route, leaving Victoria at 7:30 a.m.,
arriving in Vancouver at 1 1 :30 a.m. then
leaving for Victoria at 1:00 p.m. after
the arrival of the CPR train from the
cast. She arrived in Victoria at 5:00 p.m.
and made the night trip to Seattle,
leasing at 7:00 p.m. and arriving there at
11:00 p.m., with an immediate return to
Victoria where she arrived at 4:00 a.m.
for coaling and loading of provisions
before sailing to Vancouver at. 7:30 a.m.
Thus in 1904 the 'VAN & VIC'. hammer
was probably used on all three ships
serving the route, namely the
PRINCESS IICTORIA, the PRINCESS
BI:ITRIC'E and the C11.11/tIER.

In 1905, what was called the 'Rate
War" between the C.P.R. and the Puget
Sound Navigation Company began, with
each vying to provide the fastest and
lowest priced service on the 325 mile
route between Vancouver, Victoria and

Seattle. As a result ships and schedules
were changed to beat the competition
and by 1907 the fare from Seattle to
Vancouver had dropped from $2 to 50
cents. At the same time it appears the
route was changed to provide direct
sailinsgs between Seattle and Vancouver
and the Tuesday sailing was dropped to
provide for a coaling trip to Comox or
Nanaimo. As a result it is almost
impossible to say which of the three
ships served as the VAN & VIC, B.C.
R.P.O. on any particular day.

Now back to our 1905 post card. The
post card appears to have been mailed
on the PRINCESS VICTORIA before it
arrived in Seattle on Monday, 7 August
and was carried to Vancouver on the
1 1:00 p.m. sailing, arriving early
Tuesday morning. Since no postal clerk
was on duty on this leg of the sailing the
mail was not cleared, nor was it cleared
on the Tuesday coaling trip. Thus, it was
not until the Wednesday, 9 August,
sailing from Vancouver to Victoria that
the mail box was cleared and the card
cancelled by the mail clerk serving on
the PRINCESS VICTORIA. Thus in
August 1905 we can conclude that the
'VAN & VIC. B.C. R.P.O.' hammer was
in use on the PRINCESS VICTORIA.

The PRINCESS ROYAL was
launched in 1907 and entered service on
the Triangle Route . On 4 June . 1907 it
took over the Victoria to Seattle portion
of the Triangle Route. The next year the
PRINCESS CHARLOTTE was added to
the route as the Night Boat and the
C//.1RSIER and the PRINCESS
BEATRICE were transferred to other
duties, mainly as relief boats.

In 1910, the PRINCESS ADELAIDE
arrived and was added to the service, in
the following year her sister ship the
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PRINCESS AL/CE j oined the fleet. The
PRINCESS VICTORIA continued on the
route while the older ships were
transferred to other duties , mainly on the
North Coast . The addition of these two
new ships, which brought a general
reorganisation of the Vancouver to
Victoria route , may have resulted in the
ending of the Vancouver to Victoria mail
service as the latest reported date for the
use of the VAN & VIC. B.C. R.P.O.
hammer is 11 April, 1911.

The latest discovery by Pat Page and
a further study of the C.P.R. time tables
and news reports of the day, indicate that
it is almost impossible to state which of
the four ( possibly six), ships actually
served as the VAN & VIC. B.C. R.P.O.
on a particular day. The one sure way to
identify the ship is to have a written
message identifying the ship on which
the card was actually mailed.

Bibliographv
Canadian Pacific Railway Co., Alaska
Puget Sound; (time table), 1909
Hacking, N.R. and Lamb, W.K. The
Princess Story ; Vancouver, Mitchell
Press, 1974
Turner; R.D. 'The Pacific Princesses:
Victoria, Sono Press, 1977

BRITISH MISSIONS Continued from page 116

Vancouver for a particular sailing and
was not necessarily the sailing date,
which could have been two or three days
later. Mails carried by the trans-Pacific
Japanese mail steamers were offloaded
on arrival at a Japanese port and then
forwarded by the Japanese Post Office
as and when vessels were available.

References
"For a complete analysis of the CS-1 &
CS-2 hammers see Canadian Philatelist
Vol. 24 Ed Richardson pp179-183.
"Ed. Richardson The Canadian
Philatelist, Vol. 24 p 179.
"Webb Part I pp4-5. Richardson p 183.
"From the War Diary of Base
Headquarters. The Routine Order dis-
patching Lt. Col. Morrisey and his party
to Omsk does not list any members of
the No.5. Postal Corps as being part of
the party.
"Faulstich pp l 1-12.
"'Robert C. Smith `Markings of the
Canadian Expeditionary Force
(Siberia), p6.
"ibid. P4.
"Webb Part 1. p43.
"'Webb Part I p43 also Faulstich p 8.
'PAC. RG-3 Series 10 Vo1.43.
""The Canadian Siberian Expeditionary
Force, 1918-19 Prepared by National
Postal Museum, Ottawa, in BNA Topics.
Nov/Dec. 1976 p.20 Also War Diary
Base H.Q. C.E.F (S).

CONVENTION
Q Have you booked for Glasgow, 6-9 October, 1999?

Q Have you diarised the Hove show, 17-20 May 2000?
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FOR OVER SEVENTY FIVE YEARS THE NAME

MARESC H
HAS BEEN KNOWN FOR

QUALITY
AND

INTEGR I TY

THERE IS ALWAYS A PUBLIC AUCTION WITH

STRENGTH IN CANADA AND PROVINCES,

EITHER IN PREPARATION OR TAKING PLACE

SOON. WE WOULD BE DELIGHTED TO SEND

YOU A SAMPLE CATALOGUE, OR DISCUSS

SELLING YOUR TREASURES IN ONE OF

OUR SALES.

r. maresch & son
330 BAY ST., SUITE 703, TORONTO, ONTARIO,

CANADA M51-1 2S8 (416) 363-7777
FAX: 416-363-6511
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DEALERS IN
FINE STAMPS
SINCE 1924
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PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND PHILATELY
Martyn Cusworth

EARLY BACKGROUND
Whilst attending a conference in Paris a
while ago I took advantage of a little
free time to seek out two old-time
dealers - M. Sinais and M. Demarest,
both located down the Rue Druot in the
9th arrondissement.

Casual readers may wonder what
this has to do with P. E.I. philately.
Tomlinson & Clougher in their book on
P.E.I. philately, reported that in 1721
there were 100 French settlers on the
island plus a garrison containing some
60 soldiers and an officer . In Canada:
Smallest Province ' Francis Bolger
reports that the first official census in
1727 showed an increase to a total of
297 persons plus some 125 fishermen.

Dealers like M. Demarest, and M. Sinais
have been in business for a considerable
time and have, over the years, examined
a lot of correspondence coming in and
out of France. I casually asked both of
them if they had ever seen any 18th
century letters to or from the garrison in
Port La Joie (Charlottetown). To my
dismay they informed me that neither
had ever had any such material through
their hands,nor had they heard of any on
the philatelic market at all. In theory
there must be, in some attic or basement
in France, a letter from a soldier or
settler in this far-flung outpost, but so
far nothing outside the archives in the
Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris has
come to light. I intend to keep on
searching!
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To understand the relatively small
amount of P.E.I. material which comes
on to the market we should really
examine the social history and geog-
raphy of the island as a first step. The
islanders rely on fishing and farming for
a living and the population is small, the
1971 census showing 111,641. The
islanders don't seem to have correspon-
ded a great deal within P.E.I. and even
less outside the island. Hence the large
commercial correspondences, as you
might find if you collected say Chile or
Argentina, are simply not around. Much
of the outgoing mail which appears on
the philatelic market is destined for the
neighbouring provinces of Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick. Mail addressed to
Quebec, Ontario or British Columbia is
especially hard to find. Curiously there
is a reasonable amount of 19th century
mail addressed to Minnesota, Rhode
Island and Maine.

Prince Edward Island has a breadth
of between three and 34 miles and a
length of roughly 130 miles. The North-
umberland Strait, named by Governor
Des Barres after HMS `Northumber-
land', flagship of Admiral Lord Colville
who did a survey of the Nova Scotia
coast in 1764, separates the island from
Nova Scotia. It varies in breadth from
nine to 30 miles and in winter tends to
become blocked by hummocks of pack-
ice, thereby rendering transport of mail
and people a lengthy and often dan-
gerous affair.

Prior to 1799 the island was still
known by the French name, lie St. Jean
even if the map on p121 shows the
Anglicised version, 'I.S..John'.

Mail Transportation
Prior to 1769 P.E.I. was part of Nova
Scotia and early postal matters were
governed by the arrangements for that

colony. In the early days mail from
Britain to P.E.I. was put into bags with
the Nova Scotia mail and on arrival at
Halifax there was no particular
consignee. Consequently letters and
packages were frequently lost (this may
explain why many of the early letters
were carried privately as favour letters).
In 1802 the Island Assembly asked the
Lieutenant Governor to request a
separate bag be made up in London for
the Island mail. When it arrived in
Halifax it was up to the island
government to retrieve it.

In winter,in the early 19th century,
Indians (presumably Micmacs) carried
the mail in an ice-boat to Nova Scotia
and thence to Halifax. The Indians hung
about in Halifax for four or five days
whilst letters and packages were
rounded up and then returned with them.
The design of the ice-boat seems to have
been perfected by the I 840s (see
opposite) and, incredibly, it was in use
for another 75 years until it was replaced
around 1917 by an ice-breaking ferry.

The ice-boats were dragged rowed
or sailed across the pack-ice in the Strait
where the ice was interspersed with
patches of slushy, half-frozen ice called
'lolly'. Not a great mode of transport for
those who were faint-of-heart.

Prior to 1827 the favourite terminals
for crossing were Wood Islands to
Pictou in winter: however, following a
tour of inspection in I 827,Lieutenant
Governor John Ready decided that Cape
Traverse to Cape Tornientine N.B.
would be better winter crossing points.
By 1829 all mails were being carried via
this route in winter and it continued so
until the middle of the century.

The carriage of mail across the Strait,
even in summer, was a rather variable
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Car Ferry "P rince Edward Island," Ice Breaker , Northumberland Straits
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affair and in 1816 the Island
Government contracted a packet to go to
Pictou, with a connecting courier
service to Halifax. The charge for a

single-sheet letter was 8d colonial
currency which had to be prepaid. The
revenue from the postage was used to

Continued on page 126
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John Milks borrowed the 30 Small Queen ' reference collection' from
the library and the following observations are offered . They have

been studied by John Hillson, whose comments follow...

30 SMALL QUEENS
The Colour Problem

Dr. John Milks
In 1961, Mr. E.A. Smythies, a Fellow of
the Canadian Philatelic Society of Great
Britain, assembled a number of 30
Small Queens which he felt were re-
presentative of the shades described in
Stanley Gibbons' catalogue.

Among the shades was one
purporting to be Shoemaker 4, i.e. Scott
37i, dark rose on thick blotting paper.
Because of a strong disagreement
amongst the `experts' the latter was
withdrawn. The remainder, upon
submission to Stanley Gibbons Ltd,
were subsequently certified as being in
order although there were, in one or two
cases, shades with rather more depth
than those in the Reference Collection.

Recently, a group of us who were
members of the BNAPS Northeastern
Regional Group and the Large and
Small Queens Study Group had a
chance to compare our dated material
with the Reference Collection.

The conclusions we arrived at were as
follows:
1. It was possible to recognize the
subtle difference between Stanley
Gibbons 83b (pale rose red, Sept 70) and
SG 83 ( Indian red Jan 70) in a good light
by colour alone. The use of the
Reference Collection was essential; no
other reference guide was known which
could identify these catalogue numbers
with any confidence.

2. A distinct and recognizable printing
corresponding to Scott 37 (dull red
1872) did not exist . Rather, stamps in

the 1872 period were SG pale rose reds,
a continuation of those first issued in the
fall of 1870. Stamps considered to be
pale red by Gibbons and red and dull red
by Scott did not appear until later in the
1870s and were best identified by the
Reference Collection.

As a part of a broader study of the
significance of colour changes in an
issue, it was found that the change from
SG83 to 83b represented the point at
which zinc oxide became a standard
component of the printing inks for the
30 Small Queens until the appearance of
the rose carmines in 1888. Scott
numbers, however, do not recognize this
differentiation from the Indian reds. The
addition of zinc oxide, presumably, was
beneficial in the blending of the
pigments.

John Hillson comments
The reference collection, assembled by
E.A. Smythies and endorsed as correct
by Stanley Gibbon, is indeed correct, as
far as it goes, as are Dr. Milks'
conclusions. There is one slip: a stamp
is described as `rose red', a shade never
catalogued by Gibbons, its correct
description - as per the catalogue and
the example's shade is `deep rose red'.

The problem with the reference
collection, as indeed with a general
catalogue which Gibbons is, is that it
does not go far enough. For example
there are two distinct shades of Indian
red, which for convenience are usually
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described as `Indian red' and `copper
red' - the example in the reference
collection is the latter. The `pale rose
red' is not a typical example; to start
with it is on the very white paper used
c1872 and not the more normal slightly
cream paper. Better examples would be
a bit `rosier', that is have a little more
blue in the colour mix. There is no
example of an actual `rose red' in the
collection. Finally the 1888 rose-
carmine comes in two distinct shades,
deep from the first printing and pale
from the second, while the example is of
the former only, yet two shades of the
common `vermilion' are given.

To sum up. while the reference
collection is of use to the tyro, I
personally would not like to draw any
conclusions from it, certainly not the
inclusion of zinc oxide during the first
Ottawa printing period, particularly as
some of the 3¢ Large Queens come
close to a rose red shade.

RE.!. Philately' Continued from page 124

help maintain the packet and pay the

postmaster's salary, with any shortfall

being made good by the government.

In the latter part of the 18th century
and beginning of the 19th century much
correspondence was in the form of
favour letters. No one was allowed to go
on a journey, long or short, without a
pocketful of letters entrusted to him by
his friends. Illustrated on p124 are two
favour letters:- one from Edinburgh to
St. John's Island in 1797 and one
addressed to Governor Fanning
petitioning to settle on Lot 52 in the
Royalty of Georgetown.

References
Prince Edward Island by Leslie G.
Tomlinson & Nugent M. Clougher
Published by the Postal History Society
in 1959.
'Canada's Smallest province (a history
of P.E.I.) by F.W. Bolger 1973.

To be continued...

CANADIAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY
OF GREAT BRITAIN

Annual subscription, due on 1 October 1999, £14.00, payable to the Society,
to: Dr John Gatecliff, Subscription Manager

The dollar equivalents are $32 CAN (+ $5. 00 if airmail delivery
required ) and $23 US (+ $4.00 if airmail delivery required)

It would help the Society considerably if Canadian and US members
pay in $CAN / US via Wayne Curtis as we are liable to a bank handling

charge of £6. Please make your cheque payable to Wayne,
his address is PO Box 74 Stn A, Toronto, Canada M5W lA2

Members who have not paid the current year's subscription by 30 April
will be removed from the Maple Leaves circulation list.
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BOOK REVIEWS

Canada Small Queens Re-
Appraised , by John Hillson, FCPS,
published by the CPS of GB; 44 AS
pages, laminated cover, price £6.50.

The author has carried on an
extended love affair with Small
Queens, probably for more years than
he cares to contemplate. The affair
became public with the publication, by
Robson Lowe Ltd., of a 24 page
monograph in 1979. Ten years later
the revised edition, in the shape of a
hard back book with in excess of 100
pages, arrived. The new edition
received a vermeil medal at London
1990 and a gold medal plus Prix
d'Honneur at ORAPEX, Ottawa, in
1993.

Pioneers of Canada, by Dr. Alan
Salmon, FCPS, published by the
Unitrade Press, Toronto, 229 AS
pages, laminated cover, perfect bound,
price SCAN 19.95.

In the August 1998 issue we gave
news of Alan's impending book as the
reason for the suspension of his long-
running series `People on the Stamps'.
Well, here it is at last!

Members will be familiar with
Alan's readable style and meticulous
research, so will need no urging to add
this book to their libraries. Yes, many
of the profiles have already appeared
in 'Maple Leaves, but there are more
than a dozen that have not.

John closed his foreword to the
1989 edition with the certainty that the
last word will never be written on this
fascinating series; he has been proving
the point ever since. A number of
articles have appeared in `Maple
Leaves' in the past few years, updating
facts and theories put forward in the
first two editions and, ten years on
from the second edition, the time
seemed right to present these articles
in book form. As one might expect,
one or two of the articles themselves
have been subject to minor revision.

Whilst long-standing members
will have seen these articles in 'Maple
Leaves; their reproduction in book
form provides a convenient reference
point at a modest price. John's
assertion regarding the last word
remains valid, we already have a piece
on the 60 Small Queen on the stocks!

In bringing the material together,
Unitrade has woven a splendid
tapestry, featuring the people who
have played major parts in the
development of Canada while Alan's
prose has given us what can only be
described as `History made easy'.
Anyone with a general interest in the
stamps of Canada, or indeed the
history of Canada, will find the book
to be a mine of information. For
anyone developing a collection of
Canadian stamps on thematic lines it
should prove a godsend. In addition to
the hitherto unpublished articles there
is a very full index which is a
considerable help.

Stamp illustrations are `life size'
and the maps are well reproduced,
resulting in a book that is a fine
complement to Alan's research and
communication skills.
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PUBLIC
AUCTIONS

CATALOGUE ON REQUEST

n AT LEAST FOUR MAJOR SALES A YEAR.

n WORLDWIDE BUT FEATURING CANADA.

n STAMPS, COVERS, PROOFS, COLLECTIONS AND LOTS.

PRIVATE TREATY - with our Worldwide clientele, we can

sell any property that is priced fairly in today's market.

COLLECTIONS PURCHASED - Our interest is in better

Canadian collections of Postal History. Cancels and Pre 1950

stamps.

RETAIL STOCK - One of the largest stocks of British North
America. Visit our Downtown Location or try our Approval

Service.

(OUR 35th YEAR)

JIM A. HENNOK LTD.
185 Queen St East, Toronto , Ontario , Canada MSA I S2.

(416) 363-7757
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Neil Prior
WILLIAM HENRY

The cover illustrated poses one or two
questions and member,; are asked to
otter their conunenIs.

The envelope was posted from
WILLIAM HENRY to MONTREAL
on 9 March, 1862, received a
WILLIAM HENRY L.C. double arc
datestamp and was charged `2/4',
although the `2' is faint. The Montreal
split arc CDS on the reverse is dated 10
March.

According to Robson Lowe (p69),
WILLIAM HENRY changed its name
to SOREL in 1845, so this seems to be
a very late use of the handstamp. Also,
on 1 July 1859, Canada converted to
decimal currency, so why the charge of
2/4? As Sorel is only 50- 60 km
downriver from Montreal, should not
the charge have been 50 per half
ounce'?

Editors note: Frank Campbell
illustrates the handstamp as no.319, the
illustration shows a date of 18 October,
1852, thus 'proving' its use beyond
1845. Campbell states that this type of
double arc steel handstamp was made

in England and that it was probably
first used in 1817. It became common
in 1839 when hundreds were ordered
.tor all the provinces: the last order was
placed in 1844. Any offers on the
currency question, later use of
WILL1.4,11 HENRY or early use of
SOREL:'

John Wannerton, FCPS,
ADMIRALS AND LADIES

In the January issue I read with
particular interest the YP's article on
Admiral lathework. I should like to
suggest that the lathework was placed
on the gripper side of the sheet in an
effort to prevent the age-old problem
that besets printers, that of a heavier
print at the gripper end and a lighter
one as you progress toward the back of
the sheet. This depends on the ability
of the operator as does the quality and
setting up of the machine. The colour
difference is not always that noticeable
but it is there. The lathework would
take off a certain amount of ink which
would hopefully improve the chances
of a more even sheet print. The sheet
might indeed lift on the odd occasion
but I should think the grippers would
hold it down most of the time.
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I was also interested in Susan So's
article on the ladies. I lappened on a
newspaper article on our 1961 SA
Nationals in Cape Town regarding the
ladies and there were 1 1 Capetonians
alone exhibiting. We've gone down a
bit since then, but Fish I look Society,
down towards Simonstown, still has
several regulars.

.John M . Wright
SPELLCHE('K

Further to 'Mac' McConnell's
('I I IPPAWA,1('HIPPAIVA article in the
Spring issue, there are at least two
other towns which used handstamps
containing incorrect spellings:
NAPANEE and GANANOQUE.

I have a 'Free' money letter of 6
June 1832 from Napanee to Kingston.
The double are J250 is not very clear,

It 713
^Oo,

13(1

strangely the clearest thing about it is
the sixth letter which is clearly a 'C',
thus NAPANCF. I understand this was
often hand corrected. but on this cover
it is not.

The illustration is of a
GANANOQUE money letter to
Toronto, 21 July, 1834, with the 'Q'
incorrectly shown as a ' G', thus
GANANOGUE. Originally rated 1 id
for the 201 mile journey, it was found
to have two enclosures and an
additional 1/10 was charged. In both of
these cases the errors are easy to
understand.

I also have an amended
CI IIPPAIVA of I May, 1833, on a
money letter to York, indicating the
erroneous handstamp was in use for
some while. Perhaps readers could
supply earliest and latest recorded dates

SdLUUU J4C S2wn'pz,
14 C i C)4 11111r < AM J#11 1) 1) An 1)

BRIAN DRAVES
MEMBER : CSDA APS BNAPS PHSC CPSGB RPSC AAPE
RETAIL STORE AT 1598 KING ST. WEST (NEAR RONCESVALLES)

SUMMER HOURS : 12 TO 6 PM TUES - SAT UNTIL OCT 10
OCT 16-MAY 1999 12 TO 6 PM FRI -SAT OR BY APPOINTMENT
ANNOUNCEMENT : NOW AVAILABLE A PRICE LIST WITH PHOTOS

OF CANADA & BNA POSTAL HISTORY FROM STAMPLESS ONWARD

SEND MAIL OR EMAIL TO RECEIVE LIST OR SUBMIT WANTLISTS
VIEW LIST ON THE INTERNET : WWW.TCS-WEB.COM/STAMPS

ALSO BETTER STAMPS, PC, PS OF CANADA & COMMONWEALTH

CERAMICS. POTTERY, BRITISH ROYALTY COLLECTIBLES & MORE
MAIL:BOX 21 STATION C TORONTO, ONT. CAN. M6J3M7

PHFAX:4165384443 NEW EMAIL : SUNYSIDECTOTAL. NET
AMERICAN EXPRESS, MASTERCARD & VISA WELCOME

QI M:^,
-w ,- 39,('/ h `t
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for these three errors and earliest
recorded use of the corrected versions.
Are there any other towns which used
handstamps with mis-spellings?

Editor's note:
The late Frank Campbell reported mis-
spellings of Chippawa, Napanee and
Gananoque as being among an order
for 105 handstamps for places in Upper
and Lower Canada, placed with a
Birmingham, England, firm in 1828.
They were in Canada on 14 June, 1829.
Among them also was LA
ASSOMPTION instead of ST.
ASSOMPTION Campbell indicates
that the handstamps were repaired after
a period of use but no dates are
offered.

Gananoque seems to have been
particularly unlucky in that its type 29
slogan flag `$25. 00 for $21.50...' is
reported as GANANOGUE on 23
February 1917 and corrected to
GANANOGUE by 28 February, 1917.
The errors are not altogether surprising
when it is realised that the orders

would have been placed in manuscript;
not everyone 's handwriting is perfect as
your editor can testify!

Peter L. Payne
ADMIRAL COILS

In his magisterial study of `The
Admiral Issue of Canada', Marler
speculated on the date of issue of the
part-perforate coils of the One Cent
yellow and the Two Cents green
(pp214-6, 344). In the absence of dated
material, he believed that it was likely
that the second issue of these
denominations (250 dry printed sheets
from both plates 16 and 17 of the One
Cent (diet) and plates 15-17 of the Two
Cents), was placed on sale at the
Philatelic Agency during October or
November 1927. He believed that the
Two Cents green, probably printed
between 2 and 21 February, remained
unissued until the One Cent yellow
became available after perhaps
constituting part of a printing between
12 and 19 September, 1927.

I have recently acquired a registered
cover posted in Windsor, Ontario,
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addressed to Bismarck, North Dakota,
USA, on which a vertical roller ties
blocks of four of each of these dry
printed, part perforate coils. As the

CDS is 28 February, 1927 (back stamps
are Windsor, Ont, 28 February, Detroit,
Mich., 28 February and Bismarck,
N.Dak., 3 March, 1927) it is apparent

WARDROP

Specialists in Philatelic insurance for more than 50 years

Visit our web site http://www.wardrop.co.uk

Collectors • Societies (including your own) • Study Circles

Wide scope of cover including Standard Premiums per £1000
Accidental Damage £3.75 for UK cover
Exhibitions anywhere in the world £2.50 for Normal bank cover
Stamp Exchange Clubs £ 1.25 for bank only cover
Transits Minimum premium £1.50

Please write for prospectus /proposal
PO BOX 772 Coggeshall Essex C06 1 UW

or E-mailv stamps m wardrop.co.uk
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(a) that the issue of these stamps was at
least eight months earlier than Marler
hypothesised, and (b) that the One Cent
yellow mar have been printed at about
the same time as the Two Cents green,
i.e., according to Marler, between 2 and
21 February, 1927.

Nicholas Lazenby
ALL AT SEA

This extraordinary card has a picture of
a vessel named 'S.S. Chignecto, St.
Lucia' on the other side, the vessel to
which the card is addressed. Comments
would be welcome on any aspect of this
card including the 9 cents franking and
the unusual array of markings. In case
it does not show up too well, the
handstamp `Posted on the High Seas'
appears twice across the strip of brown
stamps.

John Hillson
CONVENTION

The results of the survey regarding
future conventions, published in Spring
`Maple Leaves' seem to bear out three
main points; first the status quo is

^^'(Ittn^e (CW

D Ccxn 1V l n+ l{x al t

1 u.n y- c, e&,5t tz^"
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9^t L Z, Vt
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preferred by the majority of
respondents, second the presence of
dealers is wanted, and thirdly, perhaps
less obviously, the present set-up does
not cater for members who could only
attend for the weekend.

Regarding the presence of dealers;
the first point to he made is that they
would have to he given time to trade
and it would be the height of bad
manners to allow this when displays are
being given. Effectively that means just
the afternoons - (or after l Opn^!) -
would be available. The second is that
with only one specialist dealer in this
country, we would have to attract
professionals from North America - to
make it worth their while we would
need to arrange our conventions
immediately preceding, or less
preferably, immediately following a
national philatelic event such as
Stampex - spring or autumn.

On the point about weekend
attendance, it has always been the case

Continued on page 135
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SOCIETY NEWS

COVER:MARI' ARRANGEMENTS
With the reduced second class inland
rate from 29 April, our present
arrangement for lists to be sent and
returned by first class mail, might well
be changed to second class. It will not
make a great deal of difference to
vendors and users of Covermart might
appreciate the small reduction and
accept what small delays are incurred.

It is, however, suggested that any
material from lists to be sent to members
remain at the first class rate. In this
connection Postal Reminders sent with
each list will be amended accordingly.

LOCAL GROUPS
Apart from the February meeting which
had to be cancelled due to circumstances
outwith their control, the London Group
held all their usual monthly meetings
with members displaying on topics
ranging from Registered Drop Letters,
Centennials, Cinderellas, The North
West and Yukon, which proved
particularly challenging, and `Other
Interests' when subjects as diverse as
cricket, birds (a la RSPB, not page 3),
submarines, revenues, and of all things,
Australian stamps (what are we coming
to!) were given an airing. The annual
competition was held as always on the
final meeting of the season: Colin
Banfield running out the winner with a
display of registered mail during the
Diamond Jubilee period.

The Scots held their Spring meeting
with seven members and one visitor
present, showing a wide variety of
material including Newfoundland TPO's
from Albert Govier, John Forsyth's

134

Saskatoon exhibition cachets on cover
and some Small Queens (it's catching).
John Parkin the always welcome
member from the North of England gave
a comprehensive display of the `Widows
Weeds', the Third Bill Issue, and some
Small Queens (it's catching), while John
Hillson produced a display of Fancy
Cancels on what else but Small Queens.
At the end of the afternoon the visitor
was enrolled as a member.

The next meeting will be on
Saturday 20 November at the Annandale
Arms Hotel, Moffat.

The Wessex Group met at Dorothy
Sanderson's house on 25 March, the
subject under review was `Between the
Wars' and a surprisingly varied quantity
of material surfaced. Cliff Wheatley is
playing host at the next meeting, to be
held on Thursday 15 July.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
In accordance with Rule 20, notice is
hereby given of the Society's Annual
General Meeting to be held at Jury's
Hotel, Glasgow, on Saturday 9 October
1999, commencing at 9 a.m. In
accordance with Rule 18, nominations
are sought for the following posts:

President
Three Vice-Presidents

Secretary

Treasurer.

Nominations and any proposed
amendments to the rules should be sent
to the Secretary before 9 July 1999.

FELLOWSHIP
Members of the Society are eligible for
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election as Fellows for:
Outstanding research in the Postal
History and/or Philately of British
North America;

or:
Outstanding service in the
advancement of the interests of the
Society.

Nominations are sought for
submission to the Fellowship sub-
committee in accordance with
Fellowship Rule No 2. Such
nominations must be on a prescribed
form, which is available from the
Secretary. Nominations must be
submitted to the Secretary before 9
August 1999.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
1999
Jul 3 MIDPEX, Tile Hill, Coventry
Jul 29-31 Rare Stamps of the World,
Claridges Hotel, London
Aug 14-15 Bristol Federation
Convention, Portishead (S.W. Group
meeting)
Sep 22-26 STAMPEX, Islington,
London
Oct 6-9 CPS of GB Convention,
Glasgow
Oct 28-30 London Int. Stamp and Cover
Show, Horticultural Halls, London

Overseas
July 2-11 PHILEXFRANCE `99, Paris
Aug 21-30 CHINA `99, Beijing
Sep 16-18 BNAPEX, Vernon, BC,
Canada
Oct 5-10 BULGARIA `99, Sofia

2000
March 1-5 STAMPEX, Islington,
London
May 17-20 CPS of GB Convention,
Hove

May 22-28 STAMP SHOW 2000, Earls
Court, London
May 30 - June 4 WIPA 2000, Vienna
Aug 11-20 INDONESIA 2000,
Bandung
Sep 20-24 STAMPEX, Islington,
London
Oct 7-15 ESPANA 2000, Madrid
Nov 17-19 GLASGOW 2000, Scottish
Exhibition & Conference Centre

Details of London Group from Colin
Banfield 0181 281 0442 (home) or 0171
407 3693 (office); Wessex Group from
Dr Dorothy Sanderson 01794 523 924;
S&C Scotland from John Hillson 01461
205656. Contact for West of Scotland is
Bill McVey 0141 637 6853 and for S.W
Group, Neil Prior 01656 740520.

LETTERS Continued from page 133

that members can come for as long or
as short a time as they wish, but
turning up late Friday night for one
display Saturday morning, and then the
auction in the afternoon is not the most
enticing prospect for anyone who has a
distance to travel. There are two
possible solutions; one could extend the
convention to include displays on
Sunday morning, and possibly even the
afternoon, breaking up around 4pm as
some other specialist societies do, or
one could continue with a four day
event, but starting on Thursday and
including Sundays.

While these are matters that can be
discussed at the next AGM, it would be
useful to have the views of members
who will not be attending this year,
either by writing to the Editor, to the
Secretary, or indeed to me - addresses
are on the back panel.
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AMENDMENTS TO MEMBERSHIP
to 26 May, 1999

New Members
2797 de la Haye, Revd. Philip Charles Lloyd, 7 Stryd y Fron, Bala, Gwynedd LL23 7BG

CG-CGC

2798 Czarny, Slavik, 604-636 Centre Street, S.W., Calgary, AB, Canada T2G 2C7 CG
2799 Ribler, Ronald, PO Box 22911, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33335, USA CS
2800 Lothian, Andrew MacLellan, I I Carron Crescent, Kirkintilloch,

Glasgow G66 5PJ C
2801 Houtby, Roy, PO Box 28001, Ontario Street, St. Catherines, ON, Canada L2N 7P8

C, FDC
2802 Watson, Norman John, I Carreghofa Cottages, Llanymynech, Powys SY22 6LA

C, N

2803 Gliniecki, Marek F, 7 Dean Road, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 2EY
CR-CG(UO), 1920 on (MO)

2804 Boisclair, Roger, 17 Rue de l'Orbite, Hull, Quebec, Canada J9A 3C7 C, CG

Re-instated
2254 Young, Dr. Michael Leonard, Cob Nash, 108 Wells Road, Malvern,

Worcs WR14 4PG CR-CQ & CG-CGA

Deceased
1875 Thomas, I .E.
778 Izzett, D.

Resigned
1354 Harriss, Mrs. J.E.
2128 Lehr, J.
1049 Horne, B.

Change of address
2572 Lee, A.T. 49 Kcnnewell Parade, Tuncurry, N.S.W. Australia 2428
1766 Laurence, H. 64 Provincetown Rd., Toronto, ON, Canada, MIC 5G6
2689 Grimwood, Taylor. J. Cavendish Philatlic Auctions Ltd., Cavendish House,

153-157 London Rd., Derby DEl 2SY
392 Marsden, P.S.S.F. Les Rivailles, 87330 Bussiere-Boffy. France

Amendments to address
1792 Pekonen, W. amend `Ste 209' to `Ste 201
2787 Vidlar, Aidan amend to Vidler, Adrian

E-mail address
2672 Lewis, C. Collewisca lineone.net

806 Hillson , N.J.H. john-hillson a lincone.net

Revised Total 454

136 July 1999 Maple Leaves
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THE CANADIAN PHILATELIC SOCIETY
OF GREAT BRITAIN 1998/9

President:
L. Taylor, 18 Granby Road Edinburgh, EH 16 5NL

Secretary:
Mrs. .1. Edwards, The Glyn, Cyfronydd, Welshpool, Powys, SY21 9ER

Treasurer and Publicity Officer:
N.J.A. Hillson, F.L.P.S. Westerlea. 5 Annanhill. Annan. Dumfriesshire, D(112 6TN

Editor:
D.F. Sessions, F.R.P.S. L., F.C.P.S., 31 Eastergate Green, Rustington, Littlehampton, BN16 3EN

Subscription Manager:
Dr J. Gatecliff. 68D Pontefract Road, Featherstone, Pontefract, WF7 5HG

Handbooks Manager:
D.J. Scoot, 62 Jackmans Place. Letchworth. Herts. SG6 IRO

Librarian:
B.T. Stalker, Glaramara, Pare Bryn Coch, Upper Bryn Coch, Mold, Flintshire, CH7 IPU

Exchange Packet Managers:
(Packet) H.R. Johnson. 27 Ridgeway Avenue, Gravesend. Kent, DA 12 5BD

(Cover mart) T.M. Jones, 14 Tullis Close, Sutton Courtenay, Nr. Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 4BD

Advertising Manager:
B.A. Hargreaves, 87 Fordington Road, London N6 4TH

Assistant Editor:
O.E. Taylor, 38 Lumley Road, I lorley, Surrey, R116 7JL

CA N

THE POSTAL HISTORY SOCIETY OF CANADA
INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP

The Postal History Society of Canada publishes an award-winning quarterly
journal, sponsors seminars on Canadian postal history, and awards prizes for
the best postal history exhibit at philatelic shows across Canada.

The 200-page special CAPEX '87 Fifteenth Anniversary issue of the Journal
is still available at $15.OOCdn, postpaid anywhere in the world.

For further information or a membership application form, please write to the
Secretary:

R.F. Narbonne
216 Mailey Drive

Carleton Place, Ontario
Canada K7C 3X9



HANDBOOKS FOR SALE
July 1999

Prices include inland postage unless otherwise stated

Maple Leaves Binders (post and packing extra) £7.50

Slogan Postal Markings 1920-1930 £10.50

Slogan Postal Markings 1931-1940 £8.50

Slogan Postal Markings 1941-1953 £10.50

Slogan Postal Markings 1912-1953 £9.50

Mail by Rail Gillam £11.00

Champlain and St. Lawrence Railroad Gillam £9.00

The Canada Postal Acts and Post Offices 1878 Symonds £15.00

Canada Constant Pre-Cancel Varieties Reiche £5.00

A Large Queens Report Reiche £3.00

Unitrade Specialized Catalogue 1998 £17.50

Canadian Picture Post Card Catalogue Gutzman £6.50

Territorial Alberta. Westhaver-Thompson Collection Spencer £25.00

Yukon Airways Exploration Co. Ltd Topping £8.00

Postal History of the Post Card 1871-1911 Steinhart £4.00

Steel Engraved Constant Plate Varieties Reiche £12.00

Canadian Posted Letter Guide Firby £11.00

British Columbia Post Offices Topping £10.00

Stamp Booklets Dotted Cover Dies 1935-55 Harris £8.50

Standard Pre-Cancel Catalogue 1997 Walburn £9.00

Survey of Definitive Stamps 1972-94 Schmidt £12.50

Railway Cancellations and Transportation Postmarks Ludlow £20.00

Railway Cancellations and Transportation Postmarks Annexe Ludlow £10.00

Slogan Postmarks of Canada Coutts £16.50

Major E.R. Toop Collection, Military Postal History, Vol II £15.00

O.V. 1898 Numeral Issue Reiche £12.50

Strike, Courier & Local Post, OE II ERA Covert £7.75

SEE PREVIOUS MAPLE LEAVES FOR DETAILS OF OTH ER TITLES

Obtainable from:

DERRICK SCOOT

62 JACKMANS PLACE

LETCHWORTH • HERTS • SG6 1RQ

Please make cheques payable to Canadian P.S. of G.B.
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